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FACULTY.

HENRY B. BROWN, A. M., President of the University.
OLIVER P. KINSEY, A. M., Vice-President of the University.
RAY C. YEOMAN, C. E., Dean of Engineering. Prof. of Civil Engineering. Mem. W. S. E. Consulting Civil Engineer.
DAVID L. SNADER, A. E., Prof. of Architectural Engineering.
MRS. MOLLIE C. SPARKS, Prof. of Freehand Drawing.
HOMER F. BLACI\., Prof. Practical Mechanics.
T AUNO L. HYTTINEN, Ass't Prof. of Practical Mechanics.
JOHN H. CLOUD, Ph. D., Prof. of Physics.
ALPHEUS A. WILLIAMS, Prof. of Mathematics.
GEORGE D. TIMMONS, Prof. of Chemistry.
JOHN E. ROESSLER, Prof. of German.
LEE F. BENNETT, A. M., Prof. of Geology and Mineralogy.
BENJAMIN F. WILLIAMS, A. M., Prof. of Literature.
CHARLES W. BENTON, A. M., Master of Accounts.
C. E. CARLSON, Instructor in Surveying.
PHILLIP C. DORR, Assistant in Surveying.
CLELL G. BURKHEAD, Assistant in Surveying.

CALENDAR.
FALL TERM
September, 1916-December, 1916.
Tuesday, Sept. 19-0rganization of Classes.
Thursday, Nov. 30-Thanksgiving Holiday.
Thursday, Dec. 7-End of Term.
WINTER TERM
December, 1916-March, 1917.
Tuesday, Dec. 12-0rganization of Classes.
Monday, Dec. 25-Christmas Holiday.
Thursday, Mar. l-End of Term.
SPRING TERM
March, 1917-May, 1917.
Tuesday, Mar. 6-0rganization of Classes.
Saturday, Mar. 31-Base Ball Season Opens.
Saturday, May 12-Athletic Assn. (Track Meet).
Thursday, May 24-End of Term.
SUMMER TERM
l\Iay, 1917-August, 1917.
Tuesday, May 29-0rganiza.tion of Classes.
Wednesday, May 3Q-Decoration Day.
Wednesday, July 4-Independence Day.
Saturday, Aug. 4-Class Day.
Sunday, Aug. 12-Baccalaureate Sermon.
Thursday, Aug. 16-Alumni Banquet.
Thursday, Aug. 16-Commeneement.

VALPARAISO UNIVERSITY.
Valparaiso University was organized Sept. 16, 1873. It had an
humble beginning with three departments, four instructors, thirtyfiv·e students·, and. one small build'i ng. The institution was founded
for the purpose of serving the rich and poor alike on an economical
and buSiiness basis. Expenses are within the reach of those having
the most modest means. The school year runs forty-eight weeks
consecutiv·e ly. This leav·e s four weeks vacation per year, which is
the schedule adopted by most business firms.
The enrollment is1 now nerurly six thousand, a record of forty
three years of unparalleled growth. Were it not true that the student has been supplied with his real needs such prosperity could
not continue over so long a period.
The high standing and efficiency of the Institution is conclusively demonstrated by the success of its many distinguished alumni.
VALPARAISO.
Valparaiso is a beautiful r-esidence and university city, in
Northern Indiana, surrounded by a prosperous farming community,
and numerous small, clear lakes. The climate is ideal. The city
hras all modern improvements, including continuous service in gas,
electricity and water supply unexcelled anywhere. The sanitary
and storm sewerage syst;em is complete. The ideal conditions are
substantiated by the fact that Valparaiso had the lowest death rate
for 1912 .of any city in the state. The city prides itself on its
public school system and numbel:r of churches, there being one church
to every ·o ne thousand inhabitants. One cannot find a more congenial locality or more democratic surroundings than Valparaiso.
DEPARTMENTS.
The University sustains 22 departments, including Preparatory,
Teachers', Kindergarten, Primary, Penmanship, Educational, Manual
Training, Sciences, Engineering, Classical, Higher English, German, French, Italian, panish, Expression and Public Speaking,
1\Iusic, Fine Art, Law, Pharmacy, 1:edical, Dental, Commercial,
Phonography and Typewriting, Agriculture, Domestic Science, and
Review.
The broad policy of the University thus meets the actual needs of
every student. Every facility for preparatory, review and advancement are offered. The student may thus use his spare time to
extend his knowledge into other departments at no extra expense,
exc pt in Medicine, Dentistry, and private le sons in Oratory, Music,
and Art.

ENGINEERING AS A PROFESSION.
In making a choice of vocation, the student should not only
consider himself, in regard to temperament, ability and desires. but
should consider well the opportunities in the profession he is to
follow. Engineering has for its foundation the study of mathematics, and consequently demands a thorough masrtery of that subject. To those making this development in their study, engineeTing
offers a very broad field. The study of mathematics as applied to
engineering produces a clear, concise and logical thinking mind.
Many of the great induSitries of the country are now drawing from
the engineering departments for their apprentices, whom they are
training to take charge of their large departments.
It has been found by experience that those who are trained in
applied mathematics are the best subjects for this training to the
higher responsible positions.
Engineering is a constructive vocation and it plays a most important part in the improvement of the world. To those who want
to become real builders in the future, not only in the engineering
line, but in industrial lines as well, the engineering course is
recommended.
Waddell & Harrington in their preface to "Addresses to Engineering Students" say that:
"Civil engineering, as understood today, includes all kinds of
surveying from the simplest land surveying to the complicated and
accurate Coast and Geodetic work; the design and construction of
bridges; .extensive and difficult foundations; tunneling; retaining
walls·, sea-walls, and other heavy masonry; viaducts; ocean piers;
lighthouses; wharves; docks; river improvements; irrigation; harbors; jetties, and other waterw.a ys; levees; water-supply; sewerage;
filtration; treatment of re~use; highway construction, including
roads, streets and pavements; canals; dams; ordinary railways
(both steam and electric); inclined cable railways; gas-works; the
general design and construction of all plants (steam, electric,
hydraulic, and gaseous); the general design and construction of
cranes; cablew:ays, breakers, and other mining structures; the heavier structural features of office buildings and other large buildings
that carry heavy loads; mill buildings; the general problems of
transportation, quarrying, and handling of heavy materials; reinforced concrete constructions of all kinds; and the testing of nearly
all the materials u ed in engineering practice."
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EQUIPMENT.
The equipment of the department is sufficient to handle every
need of the student in surveying, testing and steam engine study.
The instrument equipment is modern and sufficient for the
proper illustration of the subjects presented, and an unusual amount
of field practice and work in the drafting room is required. The
University has spared no expense to furnish the department with
the best surveying equipment obtainable. Thirty complete sets of
surveying instruments and drafting machines are available for student use.
The University has territory within easy walking distance of
the class rooms, so that field work can easily be carried on daily
in connection with class instruction.
The testing laboratory has two Universal Testing Machines, for
testing tension, compression, shear and flexure, the common building materials such as wood, iron, steel, cement, concrete, brick, .and
stone, etc.
A complete cement testing laboratory is also maintained.
Excellent provision is made for instruction in Freehand Drawing, this work being taken in the department of Fine Art, and here
is found a large number of plaster casts. This excellent collection
includes casts of decorative and architectural forms, casts from
the antique and other objects of artistic value. These are being
added to from time to time.
Completely equipped shops are maintained in which instruction
is given in the construction and use of the various machines, and
the construction of many useful and interesting articles.
LIBRARY.
The university library has just recently been remodeled and
card indexed and hundreds of new books added. A carefully
selected list of the latest books of reference in engineering has been
added this year, affording the best information fresh from the
press. These include the best works on History, Design and Construction and thus enables the student to do research work, and in
conjunction with a number of excellent Civil and Architectural
journals which are kept on file, give opportunity for the student
to become familiar with the best examples of Civil and Architectural
Engineering, both past and pre ent. This collection is con tantly
being added to from time to time. Thi material in connection with
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lantern slides is used in the various courses of Design, History, and
Construction. The work of the department is very largely drawing,
in combination with lectures, the study of text books and assigned
work in the library.
INTERCOLLEG lATE ATHLETICS.
Intercollegiate athletics at Valparaiso University are limited to
one or two games of each kind of sport a year. It is the purpose of
the University to encourage inter-class athletics in order to get as
many athletes out as possible and at the close of the season select
an all star team which would play an intercollegiate game with
some near-by institution. This plan has developed a great number
of athletes of medium ability. T:tte University furnishes an excellent park for base-ball, tennis, and track; foot-ball is prohibited. A
successful Athletic Association has been established for the promotion of base-ball, tennis, basket-ball and track.
The Varsity Athletes are presented with suitable sweaters by
the Athletic Association. The Engineers have won five base-ball
pennants out of seven, and three track pennants out of four and
tied for championship in basket-ball once in two seasons.
THE STUDENT COUNCIL.
The Student Council of Valparaiso University was organized in
the fall of 1915. It is composed of representatives from each graduating class. It is recognized by the University authorities and
works in co-operation with them. It is rapidly gaining the confidence of the student body and will no doubt succeed in the future
to correctly represent student sentiment.
THE TORCH.
The Torch is the official College paper published by the student
body under the direction of the Student Council. It is an eight
page ·w eekly and ranks high with papers of its kind from other
institutions.
SOCIETIES.
Secret Fraternities and Sororities are not recognized, but there
are several Literary, State, Church and Fraternal societies to which
the majority of the students belong. Among these are the Scientific
Society, Southern Society, Music Society, Catholic Society, International Society, German ociety, Eastern ociety, Rocky Mountain
Society, Indiana Society, Illinois ociety, Pennsylvania Society, Ohio
Society, Michigan Society, Wisconsin Society, Temple Society, etc.
These organizations give excellent literary and musical programs
and work in harmony with each other and the school.
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THE ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT.
The Engineering Department was founded in 1883, and offered
an elementary course in surveying, up until 1909, when a full course
in Civil Engineering was installed. This course has been revised
and improved until it now ranks with the best in the country. A
complete course in Architectural Engineering has been installed.
The other branches of engineering include electrical, mechanical,
and are carried through the first year only. These departments
will be completed in the near future.
THE FACULTY.
The faculty of the Engineering Department is composed of men
of experience and 't horough education, who not only teach, but ca.rry
along wi.th their work considerable outside practice, affording to
the .srtudents information direct from the field. Often whole classes
are put to w:o rk for short periods, 'assisting in consulting practice.
The aim of the Department is to bring its faculty as close in relation to the students as possible and to interest each other in business as well as the class room.
INSTRUCTION.
The method of instruction follows the aim just stated.
Standard text books are required and definite courses laid out.
Study and recitation are supplemented by lectures and field experience, thus presenting the different subjects through the various
avenues of the mind. The student first learns of the subject through
the text assignment or lectures. He is then tested in recitation and
by field practice. Many subjects require outside reading for which
the library is amply fitted. The work is based primarily on the
principles of self activity. The field covered in the entire course
takes up a thorough study of the fundamental principles, in the
var.i.ous branches of engineering, and enough special problems are
taken up in detail, to clinch these fundamental processes. Special
pains are given to the training of tJhe student's judgment in selecting the most economical structure for a given place, as well as
to work out the details for the same; a part of the higher training
in engineering.
Whenever local engineering problems arise the class takes an
active interest in studying it at first hand.
INSPECTION TRIPS.
Each year every ivil Engineering student in the se ond year
is required to participate in one inspection trip, covering on or
two days. This trip takes place during the first term and applies
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to railway and highway engineering. The third year men take
three trips which cover bridge and municipal plants. Architectural
students will take two trips covering first and second years, and
two trips in the third year. The location of Valparaiso, within easy
reach of Chicago, and Gary, enables the students of engineering to
add easily with little expense to their practical knowledge, by the
inspection and study of the great structures in these cities.
ENGINEERING SOCIETY.
The Engineering Society is an organization of the students in
Engineering for the purpose of co-operation in management of student activities. Meetings are held bi-monthly at which some prominent outside engineer usually speaks. A number of the speakers
are given below.
Mr. C. S. Head, Civil Engineer, "Typographical Survey
of the Crownhill Cemetery of Indianapolis."
Dec. 3, 1915
Mr. Phillip P. Sharples, Chicago, Illinois, "Use of
Refined Tar on Road and Pavements."
Jan. 17, 1916
Mr. C. C. Saner, of Chicago, Illinois, "The Waterworks System of Chicago."
Feb. 10, 1916
Mr. H. J. Burt, of Chicago, Illinois, "Movements
of Large Buildings."
March 17, 1916
Irving Fellner, Niles, Michigan, "Modern Store
Fronts."
April 25, 1916
ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETY.
The Architectural Society is the student organization of the
Architectural Department and is one of the societies composing the
general Engineering Society. Its object is to promote the best
interests of the Department of Architecture in both a social and
technical way. Its meetings are held every second week and prominent out9\de speakers address the society from time to time. Several socjals and dances ar also held during the year under the auspices of the society.
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CIVIL ENGINEERING.
The object of the Civil Engineering Course is to provide such
training in the theory and such practice in field, shop, laboratory
and drawing room, as to fit the student to undertake the exacting
duties of the modern civil engineer.
The course is carefully designed and each subject logically follows its predecessor. It covers the field of Civil Engineering completely and at the same time includes certain allied subjects necessary for the full development of the civil engineer.
Among these subjects are Chemistry and Bacteriology, which
in their aspects bearing upon sanitary engineering and water supply, are investigated to a considerable length. The courses in Railway Engineering, Bridge Design, Reinforced Concrete, Masonry
Construction, and Testing Materials, are practically complete to
date, but are enlarged each year to keep in touch with latest engineering practice.
ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEERING.
The work presented in this department is a complete course of
study leading distinctively toward special preparation in the field of
Architectural Engineering. There are two phases to this branch of
science, namely, one requiring a sound knowledge of the principles
and laws of engineering construction and their application, involving
structural safety; the other a thorough grounding in architecture
involving the theory and history of architecture and technical training in design.
The course briefly outlined aims to give a thorough training in
Drawing, Design and Construction supplemented by the study of
Physics, English, and Chemistry. One of the first requirements is
good draftsmanship so that the design may be presented in the
most successful manner. Complete courses in rendering in Pencil,
Pen and Brush are given. Extensive courses in History of Architecture, Architectural Design, Wood, Masonry and
teel Construction, Fire Resisting Building Construction, Fea1ing and Ventilation, Sanitation of Buildings, and the allied subjects which
have to do with proper construction are provided. Designing both
from the practical and the aesthetic side, covers a large part of the
course in which creative ability is constantly sought; and of equal
importance are the mathematical and engineering studies for, structural safety seems of vital importance. Hence thorough courses in
the Mechanics and Testing of 1aterials, and Structural Design are
given.
The design of a structure should be evolved by one having a
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knowledge of the structural difficulties to be met, so that an
economical and safe structure may be produced and at the same
time present an agreeable appearance. Consequently this course is
designed to meet these requirements, with the largest emphasis
on Architectural History and Design coming about the middle of the
course followed by extensive work in Architectural Engineering.
PREPARATORY WORK FOR CIVIL AND ARCHITECTURAL
ENGINEERING.
The courses in engineering are designed for the accredited High
School graduate, but so many have not had such training that it
has been found proper to require a certain amount of preparatory
work for the engineering course.
This consists of a diploma from an accredited High School or
its equivalent.
It is possible for some of the preparatory work to be made up
after entrance into the work of the engineering course, but it will
be understood that the student is on condition during that period.
The University maintains excellent facilities for those desiring
to do this preparatory work here and offers each of the following
courses which are suggested for the regular preparatory student
leaving the common schools. (See Page 28 General Catalog).
Algebra I, II, III, Plane and Solid Geometry, Botany, Zoology,
Chemistry I, Physics I, II, III, IV, Psychology, Teachers' Grammar,
Rhetoric History, (An cient, Medieval and Modern, American); German or Latin, or French (preferred tor Architectural students) I,
II. III, IV.· Litemture, (English ; American. allege Classics); ontmercial Arithmetic Re1. iew, Bookkeeping, Free Hanel Drawing.

ADMISSION.
Special students may enter any class without examination.
However, much time can be saved by consulting with the Dean of
Engineering and arranging the schedule to fit the student's preparation and ability.
Candidates for degrees must show proper preparation and full
credits in the regular course.
The student who is properly prepared can complete the course
il'\. three years of forty-eight weeks each. If note be taken that in
nearly all of the subjects five hours or more each week are required,
and forty-eight weeks each year without holidays are actually spent
in the work, it will be found that the number of hours of instruction, field work, etc., is greater in three years, than in the four
years of the courses usually offered by other universities and technical schools.
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CIVIL ENGINEERING.
FIRST YEAR.
No.

SUBJECT

HOUR3 PER WEEK

First i 'erm, 12 weeks.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Rec. Prac. Credit

Trigonometry ............................................. .
Mechanical Drawing ................................. .
Public Speaking ........................................ ..
English (Advanced) ................................ ..
Chemistry (C. 1) ....................................... .

5

1
5

5

1

5
5

lf:.:

1

5

Second Term, 12 week •
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Analytical Geometry ................................. .
Chemistry (C. 11) ..................................... .
Mechanical Drawing li (Projection) ... .
Shop, Bench and Lectures ....................... .
English (Advanced) ................................ ..

5

5

5

5

1

5

5

Thh·d Term9 12 week •
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Analytical Geometry and Calculu
Plane Surveying (C. 1) .......................... ..
Descriptive Geometry (I) ....................... .
Analytical Chemistry (C. XI) ............... .
Mechanical Drawing III ........................ ..

16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

Calculus ...................................................... ..
Bacteriology ............................................... .
Astronomy .................................................. ..
Descriptive Geometry (II) .................... ..
Industrial Chemistry .............................. ..
Mechanical Drawing ................................ ..

5
5
5

10

1
1

10

5

Fourtlt Term, 12 week

A limited number of substitutions

5
5

1
5

1

10

'!.f:l

5

1

11::!

3
5

not over three) may be

li:J
ted.
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SECOND YEAR.
SUBJECT

No.

HOURS PER WEEK

Fh·st Term, 12 weeks.

Rec. Pl"ac. l're<lit
5

1

5

1

22.
23.
24.

Calculus -------------------------------------------------------Dynamical Geology -----------------------------------Railway Maintenance and Economics
(C. 2) -- --------------------------------------------------- -----

2

3

25.
26.
27.

Physics, Course V ---------------------------------------Debating -------------------------------------------------------inspection Trip and Report --------------------

5

5

1

Second Tm·m, 12 week. .
28.
29.

Strength of Materials (C. 3) ................. .
Algebraic and Graphic Statics I (C. 4)

ao.

Economic Geology -------------------------------------Physics, Course VI ------------------------------------

31.

1

5

5

5

1

5

5

1

5

5

1

'1 hird Term, 12 ·week .
1

32.

Differential Equations (Optional)

5

33.
34.
35.

Strength of Materials (C. 3) -------------------Algebraic and Graphic Statics II (C. 4)
Reinforced Concrete I (C. 3) ................. .

5

36.

Physics, Course VII ----------------------------------

5

5

5

1
1

10

1
1

5

1

Fourth 'f erm, 12 week .
37.

Higher Surveying (

1) ......................... .

5

5

1

3
39.
40.

Topography ( 1) -------------------------------------Railway urve ( 2) -----------------------------Railway Lo ation and Construction

5

5

1

5

5

1

5

5

1

(

2) ----------------------------------------------------------
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'fHIRD YEAR.
No.

SUBJECT

Fh·st Term, 12 weeks.

HOURS PER WEEK

Rec. Prac. Credit
5
1

41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.

Hydraulics (C. 3) ...... __ __________________ .. ______ _.. .
Theory of Structures (C. 4) .................. ..
Testing Materials, (General) (C. 5) .... ..
Roads and Pavements (C. 6) ................. .
Debating ...................................................... ..
Inspection Trip and Report .................... ..

47.
48.

50.
51.
52,

Bridge Design (1) (C. 8) -----------------------Municipal Engineering (C. 6) ............... .
Water Supply .......................................... ..
Testing Materials, (Cement and Concrete) (C. 5) ....................... ----- ---------------·
Heating and Ventilating (C. 10) ........... .
Engines and Boilers (C. 7) .................. ..
Inspection Triv and Report ................... .

53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.

Masonry Construction (C. 9) ................. .
Gas Power (C. 7) ....................................... .
Commercial Law ....................................... .
Inspection Trip and Report ................... .

59.
60.

2

4

2 /a

3

6

1

61.

Structural Design (C. 8) ........................ ..
Masonry Construction (C. 9) -----------------(Reinforced Concrete, Stereotomy) ___ _
Cost and Management Engineering (C.
11) ............................................................... .

62.
63.
64.

Thesis (C. 13) (Any Term) .................. ..
Railway Structures (C. 2) ....................... .
Seminar (C. 12) ......................................... .

5
1

5
2
5

1
1

8
5

1

lf3

1

1

/a

Secoml Term, 12 week •

49.

1

5

1

3

6

1

2
3
2

8

Bridge Design ( 2) (C. 8) ...................... ..
Municipal Engineering (Sewerage) (C.

1

6

ti) ................................................................. .

3
3
2
5

6

Thh·d Term, 12 weeks.

1

3Js
'!f5

1
1 /a

Fourth Term, 12 week •

2
3

5
3

1
1
2f;;

52

t;pon the sat~sfactory completion of fifty of above
degree of ivil Engineer is conferred.

redits the
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DESCRIPTION OF ENGINEERING SUBJECTS.
The regular college subjects will be found listed and described
under their respective heads.
Texts may be changed without notice.

1. Surveying.
(a) PLANE-Five hours lecture.
weeks.

Ten hours field work.

Twelve

Recitations, lectures, field and office work in the theory and
practice of plane surveying. The highest standards of form and
style of field notes and office calculations are required.
An instrument fee of $1.00 is charged.
Texts: Plane Surveying, Raymond. Surveying Manual-Yeoman & Tucker.
(b) TOPOGRAPHICAL SURVEYING-Five hours office work.
Five ho1trs recitation .

Six weeks.

Camp six weelcs.

A study of the theory and practice of the stadia, plane-table and
other instruments employed in topographical surveys. A topographical survey is made of a tract of land, including city lots, open field,
rough countr y, and a hydrographic survey is made of a portion of.
one of the lakes in the vicinity.
An instrument fee of $1.00 is charged.
Text: Same as Plane Surveying.
(c) HIGHER SURVEYING-Five hours re ·itation. Five ho urs
drawing.

Camp six weeks.

Geodetic Surveying, Precise City Engineering, Hyrlrograph ic
Surveying, Computation Practice.

2. Railway Engineering.
(a)
work.

RAILWAY CURVES-Five hours recitation.
Six weeks.

Five how·s office

Camp six weeks.

This course takes up the theoretical study of simple, compound,
and reversed railway curves, with sufficient field practice to prepare
the student for the more advanced work in Railway Location.
Text: Field Manual for Railway Engineers-Nagle.
An instrument fee of 50 cents is charged.
(b) RAILWAY LOCATION AND CO STRUCTION-Ji'iv' hottn
'recitation .

Five hours office work.

ix weeks.

amp six weeks.

A complete survey of a railway some miles in length, in which
the student makes the reconnaissance, preliminary survey, topograph y, mapping profiling, projecting the location, apr roxi mate estimate and final location. Advanced field problems in simple ompound and transition urves.
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Lectures, office and field work in railway construction, including cross-sections, calculations of quantities; haul, monthly and·
final estimates, etc. A complete estimate of quantities and cost of
the located line, assigned reading.
An instrument fee of 50 cents is charged.
Text: Field Manual for Railway Engineers-Nagle.
(c) RAILWAY MAINTENANCE AND ECONOMICS-Two hours
lecture.

Three hours drawing.

Twelve weeks.

The maintenance of railway track and structures; lectures;
recitations, inspection trips, design, comparison of rail sections, tie
plates, locks; section of road bed, freight yard, lectures on timber,
treating ballast, etc. Economics of railway location, revisions, and
improvements; analysis of operating expenses, as affected by grades,
curves; economic estimates.
Text: Elements of Railway Engineering, Raymond.
(d) RAILWAY STRUCTURES-Two hours lecture. Three hours
drawing.

Twelve weeks.

Design of bridge abutments, piers, ash pits, turn tables, round
llouses, yard design, railway signaling.
Text: Lectures and notes.
(e) ENGINEERING CAMP-One recitation and eig ht hottTS field a
day.

Six weeks.

Required of all Civil Engineers. Must be preceded by Plane
Surveying.
The Engineering Camp is located remote from the University,
selected to furnish a variety of topographical conditions. The camp
is conducted on a practical plan.
Students receive the maximum amount of practice with the
instruments and smaller equipment. The work of the camp covers
the details of angle measurement, calculation of triangulation system, base line measurement, precise surveying, railroad reconnaissance, preliminary location, final location and typographic and hydrographic survey with transit and stadia, plane table and stadia and
with stereophoto method.
Expenses for transportation to, and living at camp are paid by
student in advance. Estimated expense is fifty dollars per student.

8. Applied Mechanics.
(a)

THEORETICAL MECHANICS-Five hours. Twelve weeks.
A study of the laws of equilibrium and motion; algebraic determination of stresses, center of gravity, moment inertia, work, energy
and friction. Physics V will be substituted for this.
Text: Applied :Iechanics-Vol. II Martin.
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(b)

STRENGTH OF MATERIALS-Five hours. Twelve weeks.
Mechanics of materials, including stresses and deformations in
tension compression, shearing, torsion and flexure; also strength of
Jong columns, continuous girders, reinforced concrete and the elements of the theory of elasticity. Special effort placed on reinforced
concrete.
Text: Strength of Materials-Boyd.
(c) ELEMENTARY REINFORCED CONCRETE-Five hours.
Twelve weeks.

A thoro study of reinforced concrete beam and column theory,
including character of materials, slab, beam, girder and T-beam
design. The value of some of the patents are also discussed.
Text: Reinforced Concrete, Vol. 1-Hool.
(d) HYDRAULICS-Five hours. Twelve weeks.
Lectures and recitations covering the laws of motion of fluids;
flow of water through orifices, open channels, and over weir,
and the fundamental principles underlying hydraulic development.
Text: Hydraulics-Hoskins.
Text: Hydraulics-Slocum.

4. Algebraic and Graphic Static •
(a)

GRAPHIC STATICS- Five hours recitation.

ing.

Twenty-jour weeks.

Ten hours draw-

Analysis of stresses in roof trusses under action of static and
wind loads, and in bridge trusses under action of static and moving
wheel loads.
Text: Modern Framed Structures Part I, Johnson, Bryan and
Turneaure.
(b) THEORY OF STRUCTURES-Five hours recitation. Twelve
weeks.

Lectures and recitations covering theory of combined stresses
and influence lines; analysis in draw, cantilever and suspension
bridges, arch-ribs, and steel structures. Notes on the economical
design of structural parts.
Text: Part II Modern Framed Structures, Johnson, Bryan and
Turneaure.

5. Te ting Mat rial .
(a) GENERAL-Two
Twelve weeks.

hours

lecture.

Eight

hours

laboratory.

An experimental study of the effe t of tension, compression,
torsion flexure, upon steel, wood, stone, oncrete, plain and rein-
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forced, brick, and other building materials. The student learns to
judge the character of and material properties of building materials
and to verify theoretical laws.
A laboratory fee of $2.00 is charged.
Text: Lecture Notes-Laboratory Notes by Prof. Yeoman.
(b) CEMENT AND CONCRETE-Two hours lecture. Eight hou1·s
laboratory.

Twelve weeks.

Special and advanced work in testing materials used in masonry
construction, with particular attention to cements and proportioning concretes, the effect of proportioning on the cost.
A laboratory fee of $2.00 is charged.
Text: Concrete, Plain and Reinforced-Taylor and Thompson.
Notes by Prof. Yeoman.

6. Municipal Engineering.
(a) ROADS AND PAVEMENTS-Five hours recitation.
hours drafting and field work.

Five

Twelve weeks.

Recitations and lectures on purpose, quality, location, construction and maintenance of roads and pavements; friction and resistance to rolling; tractive power of gradients; design estimates, cost,
and field location of different types of roads at various grades.
Text: Hand Book for Highway Engineers-Harger and Bonney.
(b) WATER SUPPLY ENGINEERING-Three hours lecture. Six
hours drafting.

Twelve weeks.

A study of the various sources of water supply; design and
construction of the various methods of supplying water, methods
of connection and distribution; pumping machinery, tanks, and
reservoirs.
Text: Public Water Supplies-Turneaure & Russel.
(c)
SEWERAGE-Three
Twelv e weeks.

hours

lecture.

Six

hours

drafting.

Systems of carriage for storm water and sewerage, separate and
combined; laws of flow; field work in running profiles, profiles from
contours, determining grades, computing quantities, designs of plans;
specifications; contract and method of assessment.
Texts: Sewers and Drains-Marston. Sewage Disposal-Kinnicut, Winslow and Pratt.
(d) BACTERIOLOGY-Five hours lecture. Five hours laboratory .
Twelv e weeks.

This course covers the microscopical examination of drinking
water; qualitative and quantitative bacteriological analysis of water
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and sewage; practice in detecting sewage bacteria in suspected
waters; the interpretation of chemical analysis bearing on fecteriological analysis, personal and public hygiene, contagion, pasteurization and sterilization.
A laboratory fee of $2.50 is charged.
Text: Aids to Bacteriology-Moore & Partridge, or General
Bacteriology-Jordan.

7. Power Engineering.
(a)

ENGINES AND BOILERS-Two hours lecture and recitation.

Twelve weeks.

A study of steam and gas engines as to structural detail; valves,
simple and compound; link motion and reversing gears; zeuner
diagrams and the theory of steam engine indicator. A similar study
is made of a number of typical boilers as to their construction,
advantages and disadvantages. The modern steam turbine and gas
engine receive particular attention concerning their construction.
Text: Heat Engines-Allen and Bursley.
(b)

GAS ENGINES-Two hours recitation. Twelve weeks.
A brief study of gas, gasoline and oil engines with special attention given to the practical side. Contractors' small power plants
and automobile engines are examined in detail.
Text-Gas, Gasoline and Oil Engines-Hiscox and Page.

De ign of teel and Wood tructure •
(a)

BRIDGE DESIGN AND DETAILS-One hour lecture.

hours drawing.

Five

Twenty-four weeks.

Definition, classes, development, design estimate of quantities,
weight and cost of truss bridges and plate girders. Special att~n
tion given to shop details.
Text: Structural Engineers Hand Book.-Ketchum.
(b)

STRUCTURAL DESIGN AND DETAILS-Two hours lectu,re.

Four hours drawing.

Twelve weeks.

Study of the design and erection of ste 1 frame buildings; estimates, weight, shop details and cost; also the design, erection, estimate and cost of wood frame buildings. Advanced lectures on the
supply, use and preservation of structural timber.
Text: Same as Bridge Design.

9.
(a)

a onry

on trn ti n.

MASONRY CO TSTRUCTION-Three hours recitation.

hours drawing.

Twelve weeks.

Three

UNIVERSI'
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MASONRY CONSTRUCTION-Three hours recitation and lecSix hours drawing.

Twelve weeks.

Principles of foundations; design of grillage, pile and reinforced concrete foundations, design of reinforced concrete beams,
girders, slabs, columns, buildings, retaining walls and arches. Special study is made of the various construction companies·· catalogues
and the value of their patents.
Text: Masonry Construction-Baker.

10. Heating and Ventilating.
Three hours recitation.

Three hours drawing.

Twelve weeks.

A study of the principles underlying the design of the various
systems of heating and ventilating in common use, as employed in
private and district heating plants. Special attention is paid to
practical applications and comparative efficiencies. The designs
submitted by each student cover systems used in residences, school
or office buildings, and central heating stations. The classroom
work is supplemented by laboratory experiments. Two lectures and
three recitation hours each week. Must be preceded or accompanied
by Physics III.
Text: Hand book for Heating and Ventilating Engineers-Hoffman.

11. Cost Engineering.
F'ive hours recitation.

Twelve weeks.

Study of principles underlying cost and management on large
and small contracts. Reading and estimating quantities from blue
prints. Collection and tabulation of cost data. Study of labor conditions in various parts of the world. Comparison of costs between
hand labor, animal labor, and machine labor. The human side of
engineering.
Text: Engineering Office Methods-Davis.

12. Inspection Trip •
Each student is required to participate in at least one inspection
trip in the second year covering one or two days, and three in the
third year covering three or more days.
The second year trip takes place during first term and applies
to Railway Engineering.
The third year trip covers Concrete Structures, Bridge and
Municipal Plants.
The total expenses need not exceed $5.00 per trip. A small fee
is charged to pay the general expense of the trip and arrangements.
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13. Seminar.
Three hours.

Twelve weeks.

Assigned reading and reports on current and past engineering
subjects. Semi-weekly meetings and discussions of leading articles
~f the week.

14. Thesis.
One hour recitation.

Five hours drawing.

Twelve weeks.

The completion of a satisfactory thesis or its equivalent is
required of all candidates for the degree of Civil Engineer. The
subject must be submitted prior to the opening of the term in which
it is worked. The subject and treatment will be amenable by the
Dean of Engineering.
Note: The University reserves the right to retain a part of
any student's work (in Engineering) for use in class instruction.
Only a small part of any one student's work will be retained.
Every student is required to have copy of text during class,
when such is necessary to proper conduct of recitation.
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ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEERING.
FffiST YEAR.
A= Architecture.
SUBJECT.

First Term9 12 weeks.
Mechanical Dr a wing I ....................................... .
Trigonometry ....................................................... .
Freehand Drawing (A. 1) ....-........................:...
Shop, Bench and Lectures ................................
College English ··············-············-···-······-·-···-·······
First Chemistry ······-·······-·-· ··-·--···-·····-·····-··-·----···-

HOURS PER WEEK.

Rec. Prac. Credit
5

lj3

6

1 /s

5

1 j3

1

5

1
5

1

5

1

Second Term, 12 weeks.
University Algebra, 4th Algebra ................... .
Freehand Drawing (A. 2) ............................... .
Mechanical Dr a wing II ..................................... .
Architectural Drawing and Elements of
Architecture (A. 6) ............................... .
Descriptive Geometry I ......................................

1

5
6

lj3

1

5

1

9

1

5

ThiTd Term 9 12 weeks.
Analytical Geometry ......................................... .
Shades and Shadows (A. 8) ............................. .
Freehand Dr a wing (A. 3) ............................... .
Plane Surveying ................................................. .
Debating

1
1

5

3

6

5

6
10

1

/s
1

lfs

1

Fourth Te1·m, 12 weeks.
Analytical Geometry and Calculus ................. .
Architectural Perspective (A. 9) ................... .
Composition and Design (A. 18) ................... .
Descriptive Geometry II ................................... .
Building Construction (A. 10 ) ....................... .
Debating ··························-···-·-········---····················

1

5
2

1
3
1

6
3
10
6

2~J

lfs

2fs
1
1 /3
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SECOND YEAR.
SUBJECT.

Fh·st 'l'e1·m 9 12 weeks.

HOURS PER WEEK.

Rec. Prac. C1·edit

Calculus
Physics V Mechanics ......................................... .
Freehand Drawing (A. 4) ............................... .
History of Architecture and Research (A.
13) ································································
Elements of Architecture (A. 7) ................... .
Building Construction (A. 11) ....................... .

5
5

3
2
2

1
1

5
6

lfs

9

2fa
1

4

l j2

Second Tern1, 12 weeks.
Calculus
Algebraic and Graphic Statics ...................... ... .
Physics VI ........................................................ ... .
History of Architecture and Research (A.

5
5
3

14) ································································

3

Freehand Drawing (A. 5) .................... ........... .
Architectural Design (A. 19) ........................... .

1

5
2

1
1
2f3
'!.fa
1 /3

6
8

'2/:l

10

1
1

6

-h

Thir{l Term 9 12 week •
Strength of Materials ......................................... .
Algebraic and Graphic Statics ....................... .
Building Construction (A. 26) -·············-·········
History of Architecture and Research (A.
15) ............................................................... .
Architectural Design (A. 20) ........................... .

5
5
2

3
2

'2fs

8

2f3

Fourth Term, 12 week . •
Physics VII ............................................................
Building Construction (A. 27) ....................... .
History of Architecture and Research (A.

5
4

16) ···-··························································
Architectural Design (A. 21) ..........................
Architectural Composition (A. 24) ............... .

3

A limited number of approved s ubstitutions
may be elected.

3

1
J.

4
not over thr e)
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THIRD YEAR.
HOURS PER WEEK.

SUBJECT.

First

Term~

12 week •

Uec. Prac. Credit

Hydraulics ........................................................... .

5

Design (A. 29) ..................................................... .

4

Theory of Structures or Dynamical Geology

5

Architectural Design (A. 22) ......................... .
Stereotomy (A. 31) ........................................... .

1

Building Illumination ( . 32) ....................... .

2

1
3

1
1

6

1 /a

4

lf3
1 /3

Secoll(l Term, 12 ·week. •
'2 f3

Heating and Ventilation (A. 33) ....................

3

Design (A. 23) ..................................................... .

3

Commercial Law ................................................. .

5

Fire Resisting Building Construction (A.
30) ································································
Building Sanitation (A. 35) ........................... .

4

3

1

3

3

'2 /3

Reinforced Concrete Construction ...... ........... .

3

3

1

Specifications and Estimating (A. 36) ......... .

3

Testing 'Iaterials I ............................................. .

2

Architectural Engineering (A. 37) ............... .

5

G

1
1

Tllinl Tel'm, 12 week .

Thesis, Design ( . 39) ..................................... .

1
6

1

6

~h

6

1
1

20

2

ubjert

t he

Fourth Tet·m, 12 w ek •
Architectural Engineering (A. 3 ) ............... .

3

Testing Materials II ........................................... .

2

ost and 1anagement Eno-ineering ................

5

The is,

esign (A. 40) ..................................... .

pon the ati factory completion of the aboYe
degree of Architectural Engineer will be conferred.
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DESCRIPTION OF COURSES IN ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEERING.
The regular college subjects are described under their respective
heads.
FREEHAND DRAWING.
This subject is one of much importance to the ar.c hitectural student. It affords a training to both hand and eye which at once
gives facility in handling the pen and compass in the later work of
the course. Considerable attention is given to rendering in charcoal, pencil, pen and ink, and water color.
A. 1.

FREEHAND DRAWING.
Freehand Drawing mainly in pencil from simple geometri al
models. Practice in elementary water color work is also
given.

A. 2.

FREEHA D DRAWI 1 G.
Freehand Drawing in charcoal from forms and casts of Ar hitectural ornament.

A. 3.

FREEHAND DRAWING.
Freehand Drawing in pencil from decorative forms and a t
of Architectural ornament.

A. 4.

FREEHAND DRAWING.
Continuation of Course 3.

A. 5.

FREEHAND DRAWING.
Exercises in pen and ink drawing of ar hite tural subjects.

Freehand

rawing in water-color.

ARCHITECT RAL DRAWI G AND ELEMENTS F ARCHITECT RE.
The aim here is to train the student to draw well, neatne s and
accuracy being es ential. Drawings explaining the constru tion or
various details of a bou e such as cornices. windows, doors, partitions, and floors are made. Drawings of the lassi al orders are
also made in the latter part of the cour e in ord r that the tudent
may become accustomed to good architectural proportions.
hades
and shadows are ac urately cast and the drawing rendered in India
ink and water-colors.
A. 6.

AT
AR RITE T R L DRAVi I r
ARCHITE T RE.
Drawing and rend ring of arcbite tural

LE~IE

ubje t .

TT

F
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A. 7.

ELEMENTS OF ARCHITECTURE.
Continuation of Course 6. Study of Mouldings, elements, the
orders, etc. Text: Vignola, The Five Orders of Architecture.

A. 8.

SHADES AND SHADOWS.
Study of the principles of casting shades and shadows from
text and applications of them in drafting room practice.
Text: Ware, Shades and Shadows.

A. 9.

ARCHITECTURAL PERSPECTIVE.
This subject comprises the study of the principles and theory
of perspective, methods and problems in perspective, oblique
perspective, 45 degree perspective, and parallel perspective.
Numerous architectural applications of these principles are
made in solving a large number of plates in the drafting
room. Text and professor's notes.

A. 10.

BUILDING CONSTRUCTION.
Study of wood construction, kinds of wood and their uses in
buildings; materials, methods and processes of construction.
Complete construction of frame buildings from the rough
framing to the interior finish. Working drawings and
details. Study of text, lectures, drawings and inspection of
buildings. A complete set of framing plans are made. Text:
Kidder's Building Construction and Superintendence Part II.

A. 11.

BUILDING CONSTRUCTION. Continuation of Course 10:
HISTORY OF ARCHITECTURE AND RESEARCH.
Study of the history of architecture from the time of the
early Egyptians to the present day. General history is
briefly noted so that the history of the people as it influenced
their architecture may be seen. The origin and characteristics, the conditions, materials, and structural methods of
each period as well as the decoration and planning are
studied, by means of lectures, recitation, and assigned reading. Independent research work and drawings are required.
Text: Fletcher, A History of Architecture on the Comparative Method.

A. 13.

HISTORY OF ARCHITECTURE AND RESEARCH.
Study of Ancient architecture of the eastern countries, Egypt,
Western Asia, Greece and Rome. Lectures, recitation and
assigned reading in connection with research work. Text:
Same as above.
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A. 14.

HISTORY OF ARCHITECTURE AND RESEARCH.
Christian and Byzantine Architecture, Romanesque styles in
Italy and other European countries. Early development of
the Gothic. Lectures, recitation and assigned reading. Independent research work. Text: Same as above.

A. 15.

HISTORY OF ARCHITECTURE AND RESEARCH.
Gothic Architecture of Italy, France, England and other
European countries. Lectures, recitation and assigned reading. Research plates. Text: Same as above.

A.16.

HISTORY OF ARCHITECTURE AND RESEARCH.
The Renaissance in Europe. Study of modern styles. Lectures, recitation and assigned reading in the library. Research work. Text: Same as above.
ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN.
The principles of design and their application. Study of the
disposition and arrangement of the different elements in
such a way as to produce a pleasing appearan e. The
requirements and planning of various kinds of buildings
are studied. Problems of design in different materials of
construction and for different classes of buildings.

A. 18.

A. 19.

A. 20.

A. 21.
A. 22.
A. 23.

COMPOSITION AND DESIGN.
An introduction to the field of design giving the el mentary
and fundamental principles of design. Composition and
grouping of simple forms. Exercises and study of example .
Text: Lectures, notes and references in library.
ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN.
The underlying principles of architectural design.
tudy of
the requirements and planning of buildings.
imple problems requiring accurate draftsmanship and rendering. Text:
Numerous References in Library.
ARCHITECTURAL DESIG
A continuation of course 19. Original problems to be worked
out in the drafting room.
ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN.
Continuation of Course 20.
ARCHITECTURAL DE IG r.
Continuation of Course 21.
ARCHITECTURAL DE IG
Continuation of Course 22.
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ARCHITECTURAL COMPOSITION.
To be taken with Architecture 21. Discussion of scale, proportion, unity, subordination, analysis of buildings. Text:
Robinson, Architectural Composition.
A. 26. BUILDING CONSTRUCTION.
Study of masonry construction, materials and processes.
Kinds of soil and types of foundations most suitable. Varieties of stone and their use in buildings, also the manufacture
and use of brick in building construction. Study of text,
lectures, drawings and inspection of buildings. Complete
design of a masonry building. Text: Kidder's Building
Construction and Superintendence, Part I., Kidder's, Architects and Builders Pocketbook.
A. 27. BUILDING CONSTRUCTION.
Continuation of Course 26.
A. 29. DESIGN.
Advanced problems in Construction. The nature of the
problems is varied, and will include such as the making of
footing plans, the design of floors and the design of roofs.
Problems relating to retaining walls, shoring and underpinning; footings, and others of a similar nature are worked out.
Study of text and regular periods of design in the drafting
room. Text: Kidder's Building Construction and Superintendence Vols. I and III. Kidder's Handbook, and Carnegie
Handbook.
A. 30. FIRE-RESISTING BUILDING CONSTRUCTION.
Study of the theory and practice of fire prevention and fire
protection as applied to building construction, fire tests and
materials, and fire-resisting design. The different types of
fire-resisting construction are carefully noted, together with
special structural features. Attention is also given to
sprinkler systems and other safeguards. One inspection
trip to Chicago is a part of this course and is particularly
required for credit in this subject. Text: Freitag, Fire
Prevention and Fire Protection as applied to Building Construction.
A. 31. STEREOTOMY.
Stonework. Application of the principles of descriptive
geometry. Problems in plane-sided structures, intersecting
arches, and warped surfaces. Architectural stonework. Recitations and drawing. Text: French,-Ives, Stereotomy.
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A. 32.

BUILDING ILLUMINATION.
Study of lighting fixtures and the different methods of artificial lighting used in buildings.

A. 33.

HEATING AND VENTILATING.
A study of the principles underlying the design of the various systems of heating and ventilating in common use, as
employed in private and district heating plants. Special
attention is paid to practical applications and comparative
efficiencies. The designs submitted by each student cover
systems used in residences, school or office buildings, and
central heating stations. The classroom work is supplemented by laboratory experiments. Two lectures and three
recitation hours each week. Must be preceded or accompanied by Physics III. Text: Hand Book for Heating and
Ventilating Engineers, Hoffman.

A. 35.

BUILDING SANITATION.
Study of plumbing, fixtures, methods and materials. General
study of sanitary plumbing. Proper arrangement of fixtures,
sewage removal and disposal. Systems of water supply and
drainage of buildings. Testing of plumbing work and sewage disposal of isolated dwellings. Class room work and
drawings. Text and References.

A. 36.

SPECIFICATIONS AND ESTIMATING.
Practical methods of obtaining cost data. Forms of specifications, preparation of documents showing the importance of
accuracy in the expression of thought intended. Text: Notes
and References. Joslin: Estimating the Cost of Buildings.

A. 37.

ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEERING.
Design and erection of steel frame buildings, more especially
high building construction. Details of construction and
methods of erection. Study of text and work in drafting
room. Text: Freitag, Architectural Engineering.

A. 38.

ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEERING.
Continuation of Course 37.

A. 39.

THESIS.

A. 40.

The satisfactory completion of an extended problem in
design consisting of complete drawings and des ription, is
required to complete the course.

DESIGN.

(If

R, \C,JC JC\ \ U: L 'T
.. OLT\lL
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INSPECTION TRIPS.
Each architectural student is required to participate in at least
two inspection trips covering first and second years, and two trips
in the third year. Any trips required in connection with any
specific course do not apply as one of these.
The total expenses need not exceed $5.00 per trip. A small fee
is charged to pay the general expense of the trip and arrangements.
A written report is required on these trips and credit given
only when report is handed in. The report must be handed in
within four days after the return from each trip.
For the description of the courses in Plane Surveying, Theoretical Mechanics, Strength of Materials, Algebraic and Graphic Statics,
Hydraulics, Theory of Structures, Testing Materials, Bridge Design,
Reinforced Concrete, and Cost and Management Engineering, see the
description of courses in the department of Civil Engineering.
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EXPENSES.
The tuition is $20 per quarter of twelve weeks or $65 if paid in
advance for the entire year of forty-eight weeks. This
TUITION includes the work in all of the departments except Law,
Medicine, Dentistry, Music and Art, and private lessons
in Penmanship<and Elocution.
When, however, the full tuition ($80) is paid for the year in
advance, Art and private lessons in Penmanship are included, so
that in fact, the one tuition pays for everything except Law, Dentistry, Medicine and Music.
Private lessons in Penmanship cost $2.50 per quarter of twelve
weeks and private lessons in Elocution cost $1.00 per lesson.
When tuition for the year has been paid and the student is
obliged to leave, all tuition excepting for his term then in progress
is refunded. Tuition for a broken term is not refunded.
A diploma fee of $7.50 is charged.
The University maintains two grades of board: $23.00 per
quarter of twelve weeks and $26.00 per quarter. When paid by the
week the price is $2.50 per week, payable in advance.
BOARDING Rooms may be had for $6.00 to $15.00 per quarter.
Except in the University Dormitories room rent is
payable only by the quarter. The University makes an additional
charge of 25 cents per week when its rooms are rented by the week.
From the above it will thus be seen that the following rates
prevail:
Board, tuition, and furnished room for one quarter, (12 weeks)
$49.00 to $61.00.
Board, tuition, and furnished room for three quarters, ( 36
weeks) the usual school year , if paid in advance, $142.00 to $1 4.00.
Board, tuition, and furnished room for fou r quarters, ( 4 weeks)
if paid in advance, $181.00 to $229.00.
These amounts include, board, tuition, and a well furnished
room. The difference in the rates is somewhat in the board as well
as in the room. At the lowest rate two students have a single room
and wardrobe. This room is furnished the same as the other room ,
and the student has an abundance of well prepared food.
At the higher ra tes there is a greater variety in the food. Two
students have a suite of rooms; that is, a study room, b d room and
wardrobe. They have hot and cold water in their room and the
privilege of the bath.
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The student pays for his heat, light, laundry and books. The
laundry work for the rooms is done by the University. Should he
take care of his own fire, heat per year will cost about $9. If he
has steam heat the expense per year will be $15.00, payable $5.00
the Fall Quarter, $5.00 the Winter Quarter and · $5.00 the Spring
Quarter. Light need not exceed $3 per year. Laundry can be done
at from 30c to 50c per dozen articles. In all the dormitories there
are laundry facilities where students may do their own laundering
at practically no expense.
Students are advised to bring enough money to pay their
expenses for at least one quarter of twelve weeks.
All books that are used more than one term in the year may be
rented at a small per cent. of retail price, thus saving
BOOKS what is usually a great expense.
On reaching the city, come directly to the President's office
which will be found in the University building. Here all necessary
information will be given with refWHA'r TO DO ON ARRIVING erence to studies, classes, rooms,
AT VALPARAISO
boarding, etc.
Students are advised to make no
contracts for rooms until the University office has been consulted.
The fare from any of the railroads to the University office is
twenty-five cents. Trunk checks should be retained until rooms are
selected. Trunks are delivered from any station at the rate of
twenty-five cents per trunk.
By adhering to these suggestions much time and annoyance
may be saved the student.
For further information address,
DEPARTMENT OF ENGINEERING, VALPARAISO UNIVERSITY,
Valparaiso, Indiana.
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REGISTER OF STUDENTS
GRADUATE 1914-1915
Degree of Civil Engineer
Ayan, Leo T--------------------------------------------------------------------·-----·----Adna, Turkey
Blum, Isaac _______ __ ________________________________________________ _____________________ New York City
Burkhart, Paul L. __ __ _____ ______ _______ __________________________ Pottsville, Pennsylvania
Darby, ·w illiam D .___ ___ __________________________________________________ Ossining, New York
Drapeau, Donald J ______________________________________·______________________ _Freda, Michigan
Duval, James DunloP--------------------------------------------------------Manteo, Virginia
E lms, Stephen Ford ________ _____ ___ _________ ___ __ ________________________ st. Louis, Missouri
Feld, Pincus·---------------------------------------------------------------------------New York City
Gottlieb, Matthew Major ______________________________________________________ New York City
Harms, Fred G- ------------- -------------------------------------------------Grafton, \Visconsin
Hokkanen, Theophilus ______________________________________ Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Jahns, Ed ward J ·--------------------------------------------------------Fairwater, Wisconsin
Karaivanoff, Ivan D- -------------------------------------------------·Kustendill, Bulgaria
Lachov, Hyman B- ------------------------------------------------------------Chernobil, Russia
Lorenzo, Carmen A. _____________________ ___________________________ Niagara Falls, Canada
Lowe, L . Howard ____ ____ ______________ __ ______________________________________ Washington, D. C.
McCall, EtheL ______ _____ ____ ________ __ ______ ________ _________________________ Viroqua, Wisconsin
McCall, Merle M-------------------------------------------------------------Viroqua, Wisconsin
MacDonald, Earle E- -------------------------------------------- --------Caseville, Michigan
McNiece, James R. ____________________________________ ____________________ Valparaiso, Indiana
Mushrush, Roy Stanton ________________________________ _________________ _________ Toronto, Ohio
Nelson, Arthur WesseL ______________________________________________ Alvwood, Minnesota
Pound, Claude B. -----------------------·-------------·--------------------Marcellus, Michigan
Rabenovish-Ranow, Berish __________________________________________________ N ew York City
Richardson, Franklin T ·--------------------------------------------Frankfort, Kentucky
Rose, Glenn Arden _____________ _______________________ ____________ Traverse ity, Michigan
Sacra, Charles ___________ ___ __ ________________________________________________ Ardmore, Oklahoma
Smalley, Art A.__________________ -----------·------------------- ..... __________ Waterloo, Indian a
Stoddard, Stanley Ellsworth __________________________________ Shortsville, New York
Tasseff, Dimitr -----------------------------------------------·--------------Kustendill, Bulgaria
Theroux, Frank Richard ________________________________ Sioux Falls, South Dakota
Tucker, Ernest A-----------------····-·····--------·---------------------Lynn, fassa husetts
Wong Wan Bang ________________________________________________________ Hok Shan ity, China

Degree of nachelor f

i il

}~ n

ineerin

Berson, Bernard ______________________________________________ Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Bogen, Alfred T ·----------------------------------------------------·-----Lewistown, Ion tan a
Copeland, Kenneth Bayard ______________________________ Onset Bay, Massachu ett
Darby, William D. ________________________________________________________ Ossining, ew Yorl~
Duszynski, Walter ·--------------------------------------------Jersey ity, ·ew Jersey
Farris, Elza R. .·-------------------------------------------------------·--Blandin ville, Illinoi
Feld, Pincus·---------------------------------------------------------------------------1· ew York i ty
Gilliland, Albert B---------------------·---·-------------------------------Valparaiso, Indiana
Goldfein, Irving _____ ______ ___________________________________________________________ rew York ity
Hair, D . StanleY-------------------------------------------------------- 1er Rouge, Loui iana
Kryszewski, harle K. ______________________________________ Jersey ity, New Jer ey
Lukwinski, Leon·----------------------------------------------------··----·--·· etroit, ~Iichigan
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Sugino, ShigeichL ............................................................ Aichi Ken, J a van
Tapias, Mariano Aguirreurreta y ........................................ Havana, Cuba
Thomason, J Ralph ............................................ Salisbury, North Carolina
Tobinson, James E ............................................................. Chicago, Illinois
Zajieck, John F ...................................................................Chicago, Illinois

STUDENTS IN DEPARTMENT OF

ENGINEERL~G.

C=Civil Engineering.
A=Architectural Engineering.
M=Mechanical Engineering.
E=Electrical Engineering.
Acosta, Jeronimo-C ........................................................... Camaguey, Cuba
Applethun, J. Myron-A ....................................... Cottonwood, Minnesota
Ashton, William H.-C ............................................... Salt Lake City, Utah
Backwell, Harry J.-A ............................................. Manistique, Michigan
Balenski, William F.-C .........................................Stamford, Connecticut
Baker, Otto C.-A ............................................................................. Lafayette
Ballard, I. S.-A .........................................................Forest Park, Georgia
Ballenger. Ralph A.-C ............................................................... Sharpsville
Barbosa. Alcibades. E.-C ................................. St. Paulo, South America
Bartlett, Clinton G.-C ......................................................... Strawn, Illinois
Beardshear, James-C .......................................................... Marengo, Iowa
Becker, Leland S.-A....................................................... Roanoke, Virginia
Bednarski, Michael-A ................................................. Kenosha, Wisconsin
Bell, Victor L.-C ....................................................... New York, Tew York
Blais. Fred L.-A .................................................West Duluth, Minnesota
Blechman, S.-C .........................................................Stary Rynck, Russia
Blocker, Henry F.-A .................................................................Valparaiso
Bloedow. Edward L.-C ........................................... Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Borgerding. Herman W.-A ....................................... Muskegon, Michigan
Bogen, A. T.-C ............................................................. Lewistown, Montana
Bookwalter, William T.-C ............................. Huntington. Pennsylvania
Breazzano, J. E.-C ................................................. New York, ' New York
Brown, J. D.-C ......................................................................... Ocala, Florida
Brown, J. Lisle-C .................................................flarrisonville, 'lissouri
Brown, Nelson 1\II.-C................................................. Brooklyn, New York
Brown, R. E.-C ................................................... National City, California
Burkhead. Clell G.-c ....................................................... Armstrong, Iowa
Burner. James R.-C ................................................................. Yale, Illinois
Burts. Edgar Duncan-C ............................................... Columbus, Georgia
Caballero, G.-C ....... ,........................................... Santiago, South America
Calkins, H. J.-C ......................................................... Tacoma, \Vashington
Carlson, C. E.-C ........................................................... Wabeno, Wisconsin
Casey, Geo. H.----'A....................................................... New York, New York
Caywood, H.-C ..................................................................... Eureka, Kansas
Chapman, C. Y.-A ........................................................... Saybrook, Illinois
Chapman, George R.- ......................................... Cumberland, Maryland
Chesnow, Louis-A ........................................................... Detroit, iichigan
Chilton, T. V.- L ...........................................................................Brook ton
Charters, J. J.-C ..................................... International Falls, :\Iinnesota
Clark, H. J.-A ................................................................. Moweaqua, Illinois
Clark, Irvin L. -A................................................................. Seadrift, Texas
Clark, Reymond B.-C ............................................. ,, ind or, Connecticut
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Cole, George J.-C ............................................................. Olean, New York
Conklin, Helen-C ............................................................. Groton, New York
Cook, C. C.--c ........................................................................... New Harmony
Copeland, Kenneth B.-C ................................. Onset Bay, Massachusetts
Copeland, Morton-C ......................................... Onset Bay, Massachusetts
Cordora, Justo L.-C ................. - ........................................ Chicago, Illinois
Costa, de A. M.-C ..................................... Rio de Janeiro, South America
Craggs, Clyde-C ............................................................. Kilbourne, Illinois
Crosen, Guy L.-.c ..................................................... Mound City, Missouri
Crosta, Alfred A.-c ................................................... Newark, New Jersey
Cunniff, Francis- A ............................................... Holyoke, Massachusetts
Cupp, Frank V.-C ................................................... Stevensville, Michigan
Davis, Bernett, L.-C ..................................................... Purvis, Mississippi
De Giau, Emil-C .........................................................Pa.ssaic, New Jersey
Dunklee, Paul H.-C ................................................. Cethol, Massachusetts
Dickson, Lawrenee-C ....................................................... Lowellville, Ohio
Dirks, B. J.-A..................................................................... Brunsville, Iowa
Dorr, Philip C.-C ............................................................. Washington, D. C.
Drago, Fred D.-C ................................................................. Muncie, Indiana
Dunklee, C. Louis-C ................................................. Athol, Massachusetts
Duszynski, Walter-C ............................................. Jersey City, New York
Duval. J. D.-C ................................................................... Manteo, Virginia
Ehrlich, Samuel-M ..................................................... Brooklyn, New York
Elliott, Harry D.-C ............................................. Oconto Falls, Wisconsip
Ellis, Glenn-M ........................................................................... Crown Point
Emig, Harry H.-C ............................................................................... Fowler
Emmons, Lawrence B.___,A ................................................. Portland, Maine
Emmons, Henry-C ............................................................. Portland, Maine
Enbody, Maurice-C ............................................................. Aurora, Illinois
Engleman, Noble-A ................................................................... New Albany
Englemar, N. R.-c ..................................................................... New Albany
Enstein, E.-C ............................................................. New York, New York
Fager, Ramond N.-C ............................................. Reading, Pennsylvania
Fazlkhan, S. Abal-C ........................................................... Teheran, Persia
Ferris, John-C ............................................................. Browning, Montana
Fisher, H. T.-C .........................................................Vineland, ew J rsey
Fraser, Gerald-E ............................................... New anaan, Connecticut
Freise, Joe T.-C ..................................... Rio de Janeiro, South Ame ri a
Fridericks, Max- C ............................................................. Guben, Germany
Fuentes, Carlos S. - ........................................................... Guabacoa, uba
Getter, Philip B.-c ........................................... Harrisburg, Pennsylvania
Gibbs, Charles J.-C..................................................... helton, Connecticut
Gilliland, Albert B.-c .................................................................Valparaiso
Gradle, Homer-A ................................................................................. Hebron
Grandales, Miguel M.-A. ........................................................................ uba
Groom, J. Kenneth-A............................................... . Albans, Vermont
Guillermo Llejia T.-c ....................................... Medellin, outh Ameri a
Gutbrod, Edward-c ....................................... Philadelphia, ennsyl ania
Hair, D. Stanle - c ................................................... Mer Rouge, Loui iana
Hanley, George-A.................................................Holyoke, .rassa husetts
Hansen, John A.- ................................................. openhagen, enmark
Harris, A. w.-c ............................................................... lif y, Tenne ee
Henriod, . E.-A. .......................................................... na onda, 1 ntana
Hiemenz, Leo-A ................................................... Lan a ter, Pennsylvania
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Hose, J eldon-E ..................................................................... Dubuque, Iowa
Renderer, F. Rhodes-C ......................... East Providence, Rhode Island
Hibschman, Ralph 0.- C................................. Strausstown, Pennsylvania
Hokkanen, T.-C ................................................... Pittsburg, Pennsylvania
Huddleston, Percy-C, __________ _____ _________________________ ________________ Newton, Illinois
Rudel, C. J.-C ........................................................... Green Bay, Wisconsin
Hunt, Leonard W.-C ................................................. Peshtigo, Wisconsin
Huntress, Joseph W.-C ..................................... Brockton, Massachusetts
Infante, Leopoldo---<C ......................................... Santiago, South America
Jacobs, John F.-C .....................................................Washburn, Wisconsin
Jarman, J. Thomas-C ..................................................... Detroit, Michigan
Johnson, Frank-C ............................................. Glennville, West Virginia
Johnson, Edgar-A ......................................................... Cloq uet, Minnesota
Juckett, William D.-C ............................................. New York, New York
Karkkainen, W. J.-A ................................................. Brainerd, Minnesota
Karr, Louis-C ......................................................... Hartford, Connecticut
Kedls, Frank-C ........................................................... Greenville, Missouri
Kellam, Fred-C· ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------Arcadia
Keller, A. Raymond-A ............................................. Mansfield, Louisiana
Keplinger, E. B.-A ....................................................... Bainville, Montana
Kilham, Clifford D.- A ......................................... Copenhagen, New York
Kirk, Harry-C· --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Huron
Knapp, W. A.-A ............................................................. Red Bud, Illinois
Konstantinopoulos, N. Z.-C ..................................... St. Louis, Missouri
Kotynski, Anastasy-A. ____________________________________________________ Detroit, Michigan
Kovaltchuk, William---c ......................................... New York, New York
Kutcher, Joseph-C ................................................. Platte, South Dakota
Lancaster, C. Byron-C ..................................................... Sterling, Illinois
Lankanau, Arthur-C ........................................................... Napoleon, Ohio
Lasey, C. P.-C ............................................................... Tarraogona, Spain
Lee, C.-C ......................................................................... Mt. Berry, Georgia
Lester, R. L.-C ..................................................................... Hale, Missouri
Lightbody, Carl A.-C ..................................................... Waterville, Maine
Lindsay, Harry L.-C ................................................. Mulkeytown, Illinois
Loetzerich, Fred C.- A. _________________________________________________________ __ _____ Evansville
Lopez, George- C................................................. La Paz, South America
Lovejoy, Donald H.-A ..................................................... Portland, Maine
Luttig, Alvena L.- A................................. Richland Centre, Wisconsin
McCarthy, W. E.-C ..................................................... Tiger Bay, Florida
McCleary, E. H.-C ............................................. Allenport Pennsylvania
McGrew, L. D.-c. ________________________________________________________________________ :\Iishawaka
1ackwiz, G. 8.-----.A ................................................. Hazelton, Pennsylvania
1ajer, Howard G.-C ..................................................................... Valparaiso
1alecki, Edmund E.-C ................................................. Buffalo, . Tew York
1alki, Shafic-C ................................................................. Damas us, Syria
1antas, George-C ............................................................. Chicago, Illinois
1artin, R. C.-A................................................................. Batavia, Illinois
Meehan, T. E.-C ......................................... Williamsport, Iassachusetts
Medina, E.-C ..................................................... Lasag, Philippine Island
Mid jaas. Theodore-C ......................................... Edmore. X orth Dakota
Miller, Edward B.-C ..................................... Stevens Point, Wisconsin
1iller, Gale \\ .-A......................................................... Detroit, 1\Iichi?;an
Miller, Henry- ..................................................... Plainfield, Tew Jer ey
Morales, Ed ward-C ............................................................... HaYana, Cuba
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l\forales, Maximo-C ................................................. Lima, South America
Morgen-Stern, Max-C ..................................... Fall River, Massachusetts
Morrison, Frank-C ..................................................... Odanah, Wisconsin
Morse, Alfred A.-A ......................................................... Troy, New York
Miner, W. L.-A. ................................................................ Owosso, Michigan
Nicholoff, Constantine-c .............................................................Valparaiso
Nogueira, Colombo-C ................................... :.Cabo-Trio, South America
Nolan, Urban R.-C ............................. South Waymouth, Massachusetts
Novy, John J.-C ......................................................... Tew York, New York
Okon, Leo-A ..................................................................... Auburn, Michigan
Olzynski, Frank M.-C ................................................. Buffalo, New York
Page, Oliver C.-C .............................................Wading River, New York
Parker, Isaac-C ................................................................. Chicago, Illinois
Patrick Thomas-C .....................................................Waukau, Wisconsin
Peterson, H. G.-A ......................................... Redwood Falls, Minnesota
Peterson, H. J.-A ..................................................... Fredonia, Wisconsin
Pendleton, Wm . L.-A, ................................................................Valparaiso
Phillips, George C.-c ..................................... Wading River, New York
Piksrys, Stanley-C ............................................. Pittsburg, Pennsylvania
Pirdzuhn, E. G.-C ......................................................... Stettin, Germany
Polivnick, Zackariah-A ......................................... Brooklyn, New York
Queen, Chris G.-C ......................................... Glenville, North arolina
Quillin, Robert E.- A. ........................................................ Columbus, hio
Renstrom, E. 1.- C......................................................................... Valparaiso
Rheinish, Saul-C ........................................................................... Valparaiso
Riddlersbarger, Rufus-C ................................................. Mapleton, Iowa
Robinson, Colville-C ............................................................. Paja, Hawaii
Rose, Glenn A.-C ............................................. Traverse City, Michigan
Rowan, Raymond-A .. :.......................................... San Diego,
alifornia
Runyan, C. B.-C ................................................................. Pontiac, Illinoi s
Russell, L. B.-C ..................................................... Manchester, Oklahoma
Saenz, Alberto-C ............................................. Medellin,
outh America
Schermier, Walter-A. .................................................................... Wakarusa
Saenz, George Jr.-A ......................................... olumbia, outh America
Schien, C. E.-c ..................................................................... linton, Illinois
Schneider, Isadore-c ............................................. Brooklyn, New York
Selpien, Carl-C..................................................... ....... offeyville, Kansas
Shafer, M.-C ........................................................................... Trenton,
hio
hattow, Emil-C ............................................. J er sey
ity, New J er s y
Sheehan, Albert B.- ................................................. Fennville, Mi h igan
beets, Claude--E................................................................................. edalia
Sinclair, Homer L- .........................................Holyoke, Massa husett
mith, C. J.-C................................................. Fairmount, West Virginia
Smith, Frank B.-A................................................................ gden,
tall
Smith, Randolph-c................................................. w York, N w York
myth, James J .-C ............................................................ hi ago, Illinois
taley, Glenn .-C .........................................................W ellsville, Kan as
tephens, Hugh J.- ..................................................... algary,
anada
tephens, Richard F.-C ................................. Frederiksted, \ est Indi
traits, Edward C.-A ........................................................ Ashland,
hi
Streicher, I . - .................................................................... hicago, lllinoi
triegl, Archi L.-A ................................................. Edg r on, \Vi on in
trornquist. \ ictor H.-A ......................................... Ro kford, Illinoi
tubee, Albert-A ................................. International Fall , . Iinne ota
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Ssllivan, John L.-c .. __________________________________ _Windsorville, Connecticut
Sweeney, James-c. ____________________ ____ _____________ ___ Richmond Hill, New York
Tapias, M. A.-c. ___________________ __________ __ _______ ______________________________ Havana, Cuba
Perry, Paul W .-c .. ___________________________ __ _______ _______ Southfield, Massachusetts
Thayer, R. E.--c .. _______________________________________________ New London, Connecticut
rhorp, Ivan L.-C .. ___________________________________________ Sturgeon Bay, Wisconsin
Tobinson, James E. -c. ____________________________________________________ Chicago, Illinois
Torres, Chas. Pray-A .. ________________________ ___________ Santiago, South America
Tow, Bruce-c. _________ ___ ______________________________________ __ _________ ___ Columbia, Missouri
Trinkler, Walter H.-c .. ___________________________________________________ Warsaw, Poland
Tropp, Simeon J.-c .. ________________________________________ _______New York, New York
Tyndall, Frank B.-A.. ___________________________________ West Palm Beach, Florida
Valdivieso, L.-c .. ___________________________________ Quito Ecuador, South America
Vasaus, Frank-C .. _______________________________________________ Brockton, Massachusetts
Velez, J ose--c .. _______________________________________________________________ Ponce, Porto Rico
Vina, Gerardo F.-c. _______ ___________ ______ ______________ ________ ___ _______ ____ Santiago, Cuba
Wang, Tei Chang-C .. ____________________ _____________________ _______ __ _____ Weihsien, China
Warden, M. R.-A. __ ______ ______ ______________________________________________ Strum, Wisconsin
Weather by, J. P.-c .. ___________________________________________________ Atho, Massachusetts
Weaver, J. L.-c .. _________________ ______________ ________________________ J acksonville, Illinois
Webb, J. S.-c. __________ _________ _______________ _______________ _________ __ ____________________ Valparaiso
Webber, Thor. F .-c _________________ ___________________________ ___________ ______________ Fort Wayne
Wells, H. L . -A .. __________________________ _______ __________________ Gracedale, Pennsylvania
Werner, Nels-c. _________ ___ ________________ _._________________________ ______ Duluth, Minnesota
Weyman, William-c .. _____ ________ ________________ __________ Jersey City, New Jersey
Whalen, W. F .-c.. __________________ __ __________ _________________ Binghampton, New York
Whaley, Frank L.-c. ____________________________________________________ Palmyra, Missouri
Wharry, Paul-C. ____ _______________ _____________________________________ Charleston, Missouri
Wheeler, Thomas J.-E .. ______________ ______ ______________________ _Franklin, New York
Wickshaw, Randolph-C .. ___________________________________________ Watkins, New York
Wilkinson, Horace A.-c. ________________________________________ Athol, Massachusetts
Wong, Tong Hoy-A .. ___________________________________________________ Duluth, Minnesota
Woolsey_. Clinton F.-c. ____________________________________________ Northport, Michigan
Wong, Benjamin K.-E--- -------------------------------------------------- Victoria, Canada
Yalowitz, Benjamin G.-c. ____________________________________________________________ Hammond
Yates, Kenneth- __________ ___________________________________ New Hope, Pennsyl ania
Zajeck, John F.- -------------------------------------------------------------Chicago, Illinois
Zimmelman, Frank S.-c .. _______________________________________________ Aurora, Illinois

Valparaiso University
T HIS IS ONE OF THE LARGE T E DUCATIONAL INSTITUTION
IN THI
COUNTRY.
THE ANNUAL E NROLLMENT IS MORE THAN FIVE THOU AND
DIFFERENT STUDENTS. rrHE ADV ANrrAGES ARE UNSURPAS ED.
The following departments are maintained:
Preparatory, High School, Primary Methods, Kindergarten Method , Commerce,
Phonography and Typewriting, Review
for Teachers, Education, Art and Sciences , Engineering, Architecture, Manual
Training, Agriculture, Expre ion and
Public Speaking, Music, Fine Art, Domestic Science, Pharmacy, Law, Me dicine and Dentistry.

:B,or information of any of the above departmen t
ADDRE

Valparaiso University
Valparaiso

-.-

Indiana

Valparaiso University publishes the following bulletins:
The General Catalog
The High School Department
The Department of Public Speaking
The Conservatory of Music
The Department of Engineering
/ The Department of Agriculture
The Department of Pharmacy
The Department of Law
The Department of Medicine
The Department of Dentistry
The Alumni Quarterly
The Summer School
Any of the above bulletins will be mailed free by addressing
VALPARAISO UNIVERSITY
Valparaiso, Indiana

